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Mortar machines

The fastest and most modern, fully automated floor screed installation
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Innovative and purposive 

Stagnation means decline. This 

becomes really clear when the 

production process suddenly stops. 

The continuity of your company is 

safeguarded when you assure yourself 

with a supplier who acknowledges the 

essence of quality and service. 

For over 40 years the employers of 

Bremat Holland BV are committed to 

produce the best machines. At the 

engineering department, the heart of 

Bremat Holland, a team of specialists 

is continually working to keep the 

products at the highest level and make 

it incomparable to what is offered by 

others. 

On the same way, Bremat developed 

the F-series.

Fully automated  
The Bremat F-series is the newest generation of mortar mixers, especially 
developed for traditional floor screeding companies.

The machines are equipped with a container-unit, which is divided in a sand 
and cement compartment. The machine furthermore contains a mixer vessel 
in which the substances can be mixed to a high quality floor screed. Sand, 
cement, water and possible additives will automatically be transported to the 
mixer vessel, where the materials will be mixed. By means of compressed air, 
the screed will be transported to the workplace. Because the machines are 
fully automatic, a constant mortar quality is guaranteed. This new generation of 
machines is labour friendly and very easy to use.

Quality
The Bremat F-series use a computerized weighing system for automatic material 
metering. With this, the exact specification of floor screed can be produced. 
Because of the exact dosage, the floor screed is of a high and homogeneous 
quality. With a computer program and a printer it is made possible to see exactly 
how much materials have been used.

Fully autonomous 
The machines are driven by means of a diesel-unit, which consists of a 
powerful diesel engine* with vane compressor and generator. Because of this, 
no external energy source is necessary. 

Productivity
Due to the fully automated process of filling, mixing and pumping, there’s no 
longer manpower needed to manually fill the machine. This makes it possible 
to save a lot on labour costs.
The vane compressor is directly coupled to the diesel engine and assures 
a constant air supply. Depending on the material and the distance to the 
workplace, it is possible to mix and pump up to 6 m3 screed an hour. 
Due to the high pump capacity and the efficient use of labour on the workplace, 
it is possible to realise a high productivity.

Sand and cement can be collected at 
a local filling station

During the production process, the container can 
be filled up with sand and cement

The mortar hose can quickly and easily be 
unrolled from the electric mortar hose reel

Liquid additives can be metered 
automatically and added to the floor screed.

Fibres can be metered automatically and 
mixed through the floor screed

The high-pressure cleaner installation 
makes it easy to keep the machine clean
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The desired mixture can easily be entered on 
the control panel.

Materials and possible additives will be 
automatically transported to the mixer vessel

In the mixer vessel, the materials will be 
evenly mixed and pumped through the 

mortar hose.

Technical specifications *1

Diesel engine * John Deere 4045TF280 - 4 cylinder

Capacity 56 kW (75 hp) at 2400 rpm

Contents fuel tank * 300 litres

Vane compressor 5.6 m³/min, 9 bar

Generator 19 kVA, 15 kW

Pumping capacity *² Up to 6 m³/hour

Pumping distance *² Height ca. 35 stock, distance ca. 180 m

Mixer vessel 220 litres, 26 rpm

Contents filling container F2.20 / F3.20 20 m³ (ca. 30,0 ton) sand       6 m³ (ca. 7,5 ton) cement

Contents filling container F2.15 15 m³ (ca. 22,5 ton) sand       6 m³ (ca. 7,5 ton) cement

Contents filling container F4.15 15 m³ (ca. 22,5 ton) sand       4 m³ (ca. 5,0 ton) cement

Contents water tank 200 litres

Sound level EU-RL 2000/14/EC 103 Lwa

The Bremat F-series are delivered standard, including : 
•      Electric hose reel for 100 m mortar hose
•      2 x 20 m mortar hose with discharge stand
•      Toolstorage with drawer, underneath the semitrailer*
•      High pressure cleaner, including spray gun and hose reel
•      PLC, printer and emergency stop
•      Radiographic remote control + car kit 
•      Liquid metering 
•      Fibre metering 
•      Tarpaulin over the sand compartment
•      Storage compartment behind 
        the tarpaulins

*  With the exception of F4.15
*¹ Subject to alteration
*² Depending on material

Machines from the F-series comply with the CE Regula-
tions and have been inspected by the following Notified 
Bodies.



Effectiveness
With the Bremat F-series, the floor screeding company has 
everything for a daily production. Because sand and cement is 
transported in bulk form, a lot can be saved on material costs. 
At the same time the materials are always directly available at 
the building site. 

Generally speaking the materials are collected a day ahead, at 
a local filling station. Even during the production process the 
filling container can be reloaded, which makes it possible to do 
several big jobs a day. 

With these machines there are no unnecessary material losses 
and the building site is left clean afterwards.

Easy to use
It is easy to place the machine at the building site and the 
machine does not take up too much space. Only a water tab is 
needed and one can start with producing floor screed. Because 
the machines are assembled on a semitrailer or 4-axle truck 
chassis, the machines are easy movable. 

The Bremat F-series are constructed in a way, so they can also 
function under difficult weather conditions. Also during hard 
wind it’s possible to work with the machine because it doesn’t 
have to tip.
Before the mixing, the materials are automatically preheated, 
which makes it possible to carry on working longer, during a 
period of frost. 

Because the material supply is being realised in a horizontal way, 
the machines are also usable in height obstructing situations. 
Furthermore a plane surface is no specific requirement for the 
machine to function. 

F-series
Within the Bremat F-series there are several versions. The 
machines are different by size of the compartments and range 
of application. It is possible to choose to assemble the machine 
on a 2-axle or a 3-axle semitrailer or on a 4-axle truck chassis.

Depending on the customer’s wishes it can be determined, 
which machine is most suitable. 
Also the legal provisions of the country and range of application 
will be taken into account. 

The chassis
The semitrailers on which the Bremat F-series are assembled, 
are generally equipped with BPW ECO drum brake axles with 
EBS/ABS brake system.

All the semitrailers are also equipped with a steering system. 
This makes it easier to manoeuvre through small streets and 
the building site. With the F2.15 and F2.20, the last axle from 
the semitrailer is a rod steered axle. The F3.20 is equipped with 
the Renders X-steering system, which takes care of perfect axle 
weight balance from the truck and semitrailer. This assures that 
too much kingpin and axle weight is out of the question. The 
correct weight balance also ensures optimal brake capacity 
and a high stability. Besides that, the system also realises fuel 
savings from approximately 4 to 8 %. 

With X-steering, the first and last axles are counter wise stirred. 
The axle in the middle is a rigid axle. The semitrailer follows 
exactly the course of the truck which makes the dead angle 
problem considerably limited. Friction of the tires is minimal. This 
prolongs the lifespan of the tires, brakes and axle suspension. 
Besides, the first axle is an airlift axle.

This fits closely to the development of the Bremat F-series: 
efficient and modern techniques next to reliability and high 
efficiency.   

Reliable and profitable

Floor screed at the building site, ready to be 
processed

With the remote control, the machine can be 
operated from the building site

When working with the Bremat F-series, the 
screeder can fully concentrate on his trade

The large tool storage with drawer offers 
sufficient storage space

The F3.20 is delivered standard with 
Renders X-steering and an airlift axle

The powerful diesel engine with generator 
and vane compressor assures high 

productivity



Suitable for 
  4-axle truck

15 m3 sand compartment

 4 m3 cement compartment

  3-axle semi-trailer

20 m3 sand compartment

  6 m3 cement compartment

  2-axle semi-trailer

20 m3 sand compartment

  6 m3 cement compartment

Measures and weights according to current European legislation. 
No rights can be derived from the above-mentioned information. 

  2-axle semitrailer

15 m3 sand compartment

  6 m3 cement compartment

F2.15 2-axle truck 3-axle truck
Maximum allowed weight EU 38,000 kg 40,000 kg

M.A.W. truck 18,000 kg 26,000 kg

M.A.W. F2.15 20,000 kg 20,000 kg

Gross loading capacity F2.15 EU 20,000 kg 21,000 kg

Tare truck 6,600 kg 7,600 kg

Tare F2.15 11,400 kg 11,400 kg

F2.20 2-axle truck 3-axle truck
Maximum allowed weight EU 38,000 kg 40,000 kg

M.A.W. truck 18,000 kg 26,000 kg

M.A.W. F2.20 20,000 kg 20,000 kg

Gross loading capacity F2.20 EU 19,250 kg 20,250 kg

Tare truck 6,600 kg 7,600 kg
Tare F2.20 12,150 kg 12,150 kg

F3.20 2-axle truck 3-axle truck
Maximum allowed weight EU 40,000 kg 40,000 kg

M.A.W. truck 18,000 kg 26,000 kg

M.A.W. F3.20 24,000 kg 24,000 kg

Gross loading capacity F3.20 EU 21,000 kg 20,000 kg

Tare truck 6,600 kg 7,600 kg
Tare F3.20 12,400 kg 12,400 kg

F4.15 8x4 truck 8x2 truck
Maximum allowed weight EU 32,000 kg 32,000 kg
Gross loading capacity F4.15 EU 14,200 kg 15,200 kg
Tare truck chassis 10,300 kg 9,300 kg

Tare F4.15 7,500 kg 7,500 kg
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